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What this is vs. what 
this isn’t.



What’s our purpose today?

• An edict that you go start an Instagram 
account
• Me, your editor or the company saying 

Instagram is an essential part of every 
beat

• An attempt to convince you Instagram is 
the magic cure to building audience

• A chance to get us on the same page and 
talking the same language about Instagram
• An invitation to experiment 

• A challenge to encourage you to think 
about Instagram and other alternative 
formats during the story creation process

• Some “hands-on” demonstrations

This is not … This is …



Why should we use 
Instagram at all?



Instagram is the third most popular social network
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What Instagram can do for us

• Expose our content to new readers
• Deepen connection with existing readers
• Create engagement and solicit story ideas
• Highlight our best visual work
• Meet people where they are at with stories they care about
• Help create trusted relationships between our journalists and our 

audiences



What Instagram won’t do for us

• Drive significant pageviews
• Replace Facebook’s decline
• Solve all our audience woes

But: It does give us the avenue to connect with our NEXT batch of subscribers 
and show that we’re relevant in their lives.



How do you speak 
Instagram?



Feed post

• Most common post type

• Single, flat image or graphic



Album post

• A single post with a collection 
of images/videos.

• Can mix content types.

• Useful for displaying multiple 
photos or using multiple 
graphics to explain a story.

• Important note: All images 
must be the same size.



Story

• Short VERTICAL slides of photos, text or 
videos. 

• Stories exist outside of the feed and disappear 
after 24 hours. 
o Stories can be saved longer as part of ”Highlights” on a 

profile

• Only spot on Instagram that has direct linking 
options. 

• Best engagement options via stickers for polls, 
quizzes and questions

• Easier discoverability from followers

• Can only be posted from the mobile app.
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Reels

• Instagram’s answer to TikTok.

• Short vertical videos

• Often spark trends with shared 
audio.

• 90 second time limit 

• Primarily posted through the 
mobile app, but some third-party 
tools like SND are adding the 
ability.

• Instagram is transitioning all video 
content to its Reels format.
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So how do I actually 
do it?



Posting a Story

• Can create 100% within the app.

• It’s OK to post things like:
• Article screenshots

• Newspaper front pages

• A photo from the story with a little text

• Screenshots of a tweet

• Tell the story in a different way



Sharing a post

• You can’t directly share a post to your own 
feed.

• But, you can put a post in your Story.



Posting a Reel

• Reels have to be vertical

• You can use Wochit or Canva to create and 
resize

• You can also pull elements and edit 100% in 
the app



What else might you 
ask me to do?



Creating engagement on
a brand account

• Live Videos:
• Instagram Lives are much less polished and are a 

chance to just have casual conversations while inviting 
reader questions.

• Q&As:
• Using the ”Questions” sticker we can give readers a 

chance to ask about a specific topic or article and 
respond back with answers. 

• The majority will never require you appearing on 
camera.

• Brainstorm!
• You know your content best. Help us make the most of 

it on Instagram and other platforms.



Creating engagement on
a brand account

• Like our content! 
• A act as simple as hitting like signals to Instagram that 

people are interested in the content and helps surface 
it to more potential readers.

• Engage in comments
• Like positive comments.

• Consider leaving your own or responding to 
commenters. 



Share social cards – even if it 
isn’t on Instagram

• All social media platforms are leaning 
into visuals. 

• See a card on Instagram and want to use 
it on your personal accounts? Just ask! 



Link in bio



Keys to success

• Consistency
– Develop a plan for the number of posts and time of day.

• Engage
– Share others content to your story
– Build space for audience participation
– Shape your plan around engagement, not traffic
– Look for ways to comment and interact on your own content from others 

• Variety
– Find ways to work all of the post types into your strategy

• Experiment



How does this look in 
reality?



Wyatt Wheeler, 
Springfield 
News Leader



How does Instagram 
decide what to show 
users?












